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The aim of this study was to develop an interventional optical imaging
(OI) technique for intraprocedural guidance of complete tumor abla-
tion. Our study employed four strategies: 1) optimizing experimental
protocol of various indocyanine green (ICG) concentrations/detection
time windows for ICG-based OI of tumor cells (ICG cells); 2) using the
optimized OI to evaluate ablation-heat effect on ICG cells; 3) building
the interventional OI system and investigating its sensitivity for dif-
ferentiating residual viable tumors from nonviable tumors; and 4)
preclinically validating its technical feasibility for intraprocedural
monitoring of radiofrequency ablations (RFAs) using animal mod-
els with orthotopic hepatic tumors. OI signal-to-background ratios
(SBRs) among preablation tumors, residual, and ablated tumors
were statistically compared and confirmed by subsequent pathol-
ogy. The optimal dose and detection time window for ICG-based OI
were 100 μg/mL at 24 h. Interventional OI displayed significantly
higher fluorescence signals of viable ICG cells compared with non-
viable ICG cells (189.3 ± 7.6 versus 63.7 ± 5.7 au, P < 0.001). The
interventional OI could differentiate three definitive zones of tumor,
tumor margin, and normal surrounding liver, demonstrating signifi-
cantly higher average SBR of residual viable tumors compared to ab-
lated nonviable tumors (2.54± 0.31 versus 0.57± 0.05, P< 0.001). The
innovative interventional OI technique permitted operators to in-
stantly detect residual tumors and thereby guide repeated RFAs, en-
suring complete tumor eradication, which was confirmed by ex vivo
OI and pathology. In conclusion, we present an interventional onco-
logic technique, which should revolutionize the current ablation tech-
nology, leading to a significant advancement in complete treatment
of larger or irregular malignancies.

indocyanine green | interventional optical imaging | hepatic VX2 tumor |
radiofrequency ablation | residual tumor

Advances in image-guided percutaneous ablation technologies,
such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA), microwave ablation,

cryoablation, and irreversible electroporation, have greatly improved
the management of malignancies in patients. These interventional
oncologic therapies have some prominent advantages, includ-
ing being minimally invasive and reproducible, offering low risk
of complications and requiring only short hospital stay. How-
ever, with the current technology, these interventional ablation
techniques are most effective at eradicating small (<3 cm) le-
sions (1, 2). For the ablation of larger and irregular lesions,
these ablations appear to suffer the setback of incomplete tu-
mor killing at the tumor periphery (3, 4). Residual viable tumor
cells at the tumor periphery often serve as the source of tumor
persistence and recurrence, ultimately leading to treatment
failure (4–6).
Incomplete tumor ablation is attributed to the challenge of cre-

ating an effective and safe ablation periphery with a 1-cm surgical
margin or “clear safety margin” beyond the tumor confinement
using the current ablation technology (7, 8). The inability to obtain
this clear margin is often caused by 1) infiltrative growth patterns
of malignant tumors to form microsatellite lesions or microvenous

tumor emboli located at the 1-cm surgical margin of ablated tumors;
2) intentional avoidance of rapid overheating by the operator in order
to protect adjacent critical structures (such as vasculatures, bile
ducts, the gastrointestinal tract, and the diaphragm); 3) RFA heat
carried away by blood flow when presence of larger neighboring
vasculatures at the tumor periphery (so-called “heat-sink” effect);
and 4) off-center positioning of the ablation electrode due to
limited percutaneous access windows (9, 10).
For the clinical practice of percutaneous ablations, the primary

reason for such incomplete tumor ablation is the current lack of an
effective and real-time intraprocedural monitoring tool to in-
stantly detect any residual tumor before terminating the ablation
procedure. To date, the assessment of complete tumor treatment
is either identified on postprocedure follow-up imaging or con-
firmed by postoperative pathology, if available.
Optical imaging (OI) represents the newest member of the modern

medical imaging family. OI uses either near-infrared (NIR-I and
NIR-II, 700 to 1,700 nm) or visible (400 to 700 nm) light to
simultaneously provide molecular, morphologic, and functional
information of disease processes (11). The primary advantages of
OI include real-time imaging capability, cost-effectiveness, porta-
bility, nonionizing, and generally well-tolerated by patients (11, 12).
Use of OI dyes [optical contrast agents, such as indocyanine green
(ICG)] or advanced optical probes have further strengthened the
usefulness of OI techniques in better detecting relatively deep-
seated lesions and providing better strategies of guiding cancer
treatments (13–15). These advancements in OI technology led to
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our current innovation, which specifically addresses the clinical
problem of incomplete tumor ablation, by developing an inter-
ventional oncologic technique, named “Interventional real-time
OI–guided complete tumor ablation” (Fig. 1).

Results
Study Design. This study consisted of four aims: 1) optimizing the
ICG parameters, such as doses and detection time windows,
specifically for in vitro experiments to achieve high-contrast and
high-quality ICG-based OI of ICG-treated VX2 tumor cells (ICG
cells); 2) using the optimized ICG-based OI to evaluate, in vitro,
the ablation heat effect on ICG cells; 3) building an interventional
real-time OI system with specific in vivo evaluation of its capability
and sensitivity with accurate differentiation between the residual
viable tumors and ablated nonviable tumors; and 4) via a preclinical
longitudinal experiment using animal models with orthotopic liver
VX2 tumors, to specifically validate the technical feasibility using
the ICG-based interventional OI system to intraprocedurally
guide complete tumor ablation, which closely mimicked image-
guided percutaneous RFA of hepatic tumors in humans (Fig. 1).

Optimization of ICG Dose and Detection Time Window for In Vitro OI
of ICG Cells.We first established the optimized protocol specifically
for in vitro evaluation of ICG-based OI. VX2 tumor cells were
treated with ICG at 1) different concentrations of 0, 25, 50, 75,
100, and 125 μg/mL for 24 h; 2) various incubation times of 1, 2, 4,
12, 24, and 48 h; and 3) nontreated cell groups served as a control.
In optimization of ICG dose, fluorescent microscopy showed that
intracellular uptake of ICG by VX2 cells was well established by
emitting red fluorescence, which was not seen in VX2 cells without

ICG treatment. The red fluorescence signals of these cells became
more intense as we increased ICG concentrations from 0 to
125 μg/mL (Fig. 2A). In vitro quantitative optical/X-ray images
of ICG cells further confirmed similar results to fluorescent mi-
croscopy, demonstrating that the fluorescence signal intensities
(SIs) of ICG cells increased as ICG concentrations increased from
0 to the peak of 100 μg/mL and then remained constant. Thus, the
optimum ICG dose for in vitro ICG-based OI was determined to
be 100 μg/mL (Fig. 2 B and C).
When optimizing the timing for detection of ICG cells, fluores-

cent microscopy demonstrated that ICG-emitting red fluorescence
became more intense as the incubation times increased from 0 to
48 h (Fig. 3A). In vitro optical/X-ray images of ICG cells showed
similar results of increased fluorescence signals as the incubation
duration was extended (Fig. 3B). The quantitative optical/X-ray
imaging displayed ICG SI reached its peak at the incubation time
point of 24 h, which thus was considered as the optimum detection
time window for ICG-based in vitro OI of VX2 cells (Fig. 3C).

Ablation Heat Effect on ICG Cells. Once the optimized in vitro OI
protocol was established, this was used to evaluate the ablation
heat effect on ICG cells versus ICG solutions. After treating ICG
cells by an ablation-mimicking lethal heat at 80 °C for 10 min, the
immediate in vitro optical/X-ray image demonstrated a significant
decrease in the average fluorescence SIs of ICG cells, compared
with that before the ablation heat treatment (4.13 ± 0.26 × 106

photons/sec/mm2 versus 13.65 ± 0.56 × 106 photons/sec/mm2, P <
0.001). However, no significant change of ICG fluorescence SIs
was seen in the cells of the non–ablation-treated control groups
(13.23 ± 0.99 × 106 photons/sec/mm2 versus 13.25 ± 0.80 × 106

Fig. 1. Development of the interventional real-time OI-guided complete tumor ablation technique. (A) A tumor with an infiltrating border and microsatellite
lesions at the 1-cm surgical margin. (B) Ultrasound imaging (US) allows for tumor visualization. (C) Real-time US-guided RFA. The incomplete tumor ablation
leaves residual viable foci at the ablated tumor periphery. (D) Real-time use of the innovative interventional OI instantly detects residual tumor, which is
specifically outlined by intravenous (IV) administration of the FDA-approved OI dye, ICG, depicted as optical signals (yellow color on the OI monitor screen) of
the residual tumor at the ablation margin. The micro-optical needle is specifically designed to fit in any commercially available percutaneous interventional
devices/instruments, such as an access trochar, and can be positioned via the same access trochar for placement of the percutaneous ablation electrode and
then advanced into tumor to achieve intratumoral “inside-output” images along the ablated tumor margin. (E) Once residual tumor tissues are detected by
the interventional OI, additional ablation with an adjusted larger ablation zone/energy or longer ablation time can be repeated until no ICG-outlined residual
tumor is confirmed via the instant intraprocedural OI/repeat RFA approach during a single percutaneous ablation session (F).
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photons/sec/mm2, P = 0.889) (Fig. 4 A and C). After treating ICG
solutions with the same ablation heat of 80 °C for 10 min, the im-
mediate in vitro optical/X-ray images showed a significant decrease
in the average fluorescence SIs of ICG solutions, compared with that
before ablation heat treatment (6.47 ± 0.40 × 107 photons/sec/mm2

versus 12.82 ± 0.43 × 107 photons/sec/mm2, P < 0.001). No sig-
nificant change of the average fluorescence SIs was detected in the
non–ablation-heated control groups (12.66 ± 0.50 × 107 photons/
sec/mm2 versus 12.69 ± 0.52 × 107 photons/sec/mm2, P = 0.482)
(Fig. 4 B and D).
Fluorescent microscopy further demonstrated that the fluores-

cence signals of ICG cells was decreased, with smudged nuclei
visualized after the ablation-heated treatment (Fig. 4 E and F).
The findings were confirmed by the laboratory examinations with
cell viability assay and flow cytometry analysis, showing no viable
cells after the ablation heat treatment (Fig. 4 G–I). These results
indicated that the ablation heat at 80 °C resulted in the destruction
of ICG cells and depressed function of ICGs simultaneously.

Building the Interventional OI System. The interventional OI system
was constructed by created a micro-OI needle of 30-cm length and

an outer diameter of 17 gauge. This type of micro-OI needle was
specifically designed to be used in conjunction with any commer-
cially available interventional devices/instruments, such as an access
trochar used in image-guided percutaneous placement of ablation
electrode. The OI needle was connected with 1) a 250-W halogen
light source (KL 2500 LCD, Schott) that was equipped with a filter
wheel containing an excitation filter (ET775/50x, Chroma Technology
Corp.) and 2) a scientific complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(sCMOS) camera (Pco.edge 4.2 bi; Pioneer in Cameras and Op-
toelectronics Aktien Gesellschaft) through a band pass emission
filter (ET845/55m, Chroma Technology Corp.) (Fig. 5A).

In Vitro Interventional OI for Differentiation between Living (Viable)
and Dead (Nonviable) ICG Cells. To evaluate the efficacy of interven-
tional OI in differentiating the living ICG cells from the nonviable
ICG cells, a cell phantom was created, consisting of a plastic tube
that contained two separate chambers in the inferior portion
(Fig. 5C). The living (viable) cells were centrifuged in one chamber
with phosphate-buffered saline, while the dead (nonviable) tumor
cells (treated by 80 °C of ablation heat) were present in the opposite
chamber. The micro-OI needle was vertically positioned above the

Fig. 2. Optimization of ICG dose for in vitro OI of ICG-treated VX2 tumor cells (ICG cells). (A) Fluorescent microscopy images showed that the intracellular ICG
fluorescence signal became more intense as ICG concentrations increased from 0 to 125 μg/mL. (B) The optical/X-ray images of ICG cells demonstrated an increase
of fluorescence signal as ICG concentrations increased from 0 to 125 μg/mL. (C) Quantitative analysis of fluorescence SI further confirmed a similar SI between the
concentrations of 100 and 125 μg/mL, which thus indicated the optimal concentration of 100 μg/mL (arrow) for ICG uptake by VX2 tumor cells. (Scale bars, 50 μm.)

Fig. 3. Optimization of ICG time window for in vitro OI of ICG cells. (A) The fluorescent microscopy demonstrated that the intracellular ICG-emitting red
fluorescence became more intense as the incubation time extended from 0 to 48 h. (B) The optical/X-ray images showed that the fluorescence signal of ICG
cells reached its peak starting at a 24-h incubation time. (C) Quantitative analysis of the fluorescence SI further demonstrated the SI of ICG cells increased
during the 0- to 24-h incubations and then plateaued until the 48-h time point, which thus confirmed the optimal time window for ICG-based in vitro OI to be
24 h (arrow) post-ICG uptake by VX2 tumor cells. (Scale bars, 50 μm.)
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two cell-containing chambers to generate in vitro interventional OI
(Fig. 5 B–D).
Interventional OI clearly detected the high fluorescence signals

emitted from the living ICG cells, in sharp contrast to the low
fluorescence signals from the dead ICG cells (Fig. 6D), which was
later confirmed by fluorescent microscopy displaying as the de-
creased ICG signals of cells with smudged nuclei after the ablation
heat treatment (Fig. 5 E and F). The quantitative analysis of
fluorescence SIs further confirmed a significantly higher average
fluorescence SI of the living ICG cells, in comparison with the
ablation-treated nonviable ICG cells (189.3 ± 7.6 au versus 63.7 ±
5.7 au, P < 0.001) (Fig. 5G).

Creation of VX2 Tumor Models. The primary goal for the in vivo
experiments was to evaluate the functionality/sensitivity of the
interventional OI system, which was required in conjunction with
commercially available percutaneous interventional devices/
instruments. For this objective, the use of larger animal models
was ideal. To date, the preexisting rabbit model employing VX2
liver tumors has been the most well-accepted model for basic/
preclinical research in hepato-oncology (16–18). Thus, in this
study, we created 24 rabbit models with orthotopic hepatic VX2
tumors (Fig. 6).

In Vivo Real-Time Interventional OI of Liver Tumors. With the inter-
ventional OI system, three distinct histopathologic zones, includ-
ing tumor, tumor margin, and the surrounding normal liver
(background fluorescence), could be clearly visualized in vivo. This
could only be seen ex vivo using traditional pathology examination
of either surgically removed or biopsied and autopsied tumor
tissues if available (Fig. 7).

Capability and Sensitivity Using the Interventional OI in Differentiating
Residual Viable Tumors from Ablated Nonviable Tumors. Under real-
time ultrasound imaging guidance, a multipolar RFA electrode,
connected to an RFA generator (WE7568-II, Welfare Electronics
Co.), was positioned into the tumor center during RFA treatment.
To evaluate the capability/sensitivity of the interventional OI sys-
tem, 16 animals with RFA-treated tumors were divided into two
tumor model groups (8 per group): 1) incomplete ablation was
achieved by not fully deploying the prongs of the multipolar RFA
electrode which intentionally destroyed only part of the tumor,
leaving a viable portion of the tumor along the tumor margin and 2)
complete ablation to include the tumor margin by fully deploying
the prongs of the RFA electrode to completely destroy the tumor.
The partial or complete deployment of the electrode prongs to
include the target tumor margins was precisely guided by real-time
ultrasound imaging and later confirmed by X-ray imaging (Fig. 8 A–
C, F, andG). All tumors were ablated at a lethal heat temperature
of 80 °C for 4 min.
The interventional OI of the incompletely ablated tumor group

was detected by the high fluorescence signals present in both the
residual tumors and preablation tumors. However, low signals
were detected in the ablated tumors. These findings were further
confirmed by quantitative SI analysis with significantly higher av-
erage signal-to-background ratios (SBRs) in the peripheral resid-
ual tumors and preablation tumors (residual tumors versus ablated
tumors = 2.54 ± 0.31 versus 0.57 ± 0.05, P < 0.001; preablation
tumors versus ablated tumors = 2.52 ± 0.42 versus 0.57 ± 0.05, P <
0.001) (Fig. 8 D, E, and K). No statistically significant difference in
the average SBRs were detected between the preablation tumors
and residual tumors (2.52 ± 0.42 versus 2.54 ± 0.31, P = 0.751).
The interventional OI of the completely ablated tumor group was
detected as high signals in the preablation tumor, with a significantly

Fig. 4. In vitro OI for the evaluation of ablation heat effect on ICG-treated VX2 tumor cells (ICG cells) and ICG solutions. (A and B) The optical/X-ray images
demonstrated clearly the decreased fluorescence signals (yellow-orange) of both ICG cells and ICG solutions after the lethal ablation heat treatment at 80 °C,
while no signal changes were noted in the non–ablation-heat control groups. (C and D) Quantitative analysis further confirmed a significant decrease in the
fluorescence SIs of the ablation-heated ICG cells and ICG solutions, with no significant SI changes in the controlled ICG cells and ICG solutions. (E and F)
Fluorescent microscopy images further displayed that fluorescence signals of ICG cells were clearly decreased with smudged nuclei after the ablation heat
treatment, compared with the non–ablation-heated control cells. (G) The MTS (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-
2H-tetrazolium) assay showed no viable cells after the ablation heat treatment. (H and I) Flow cytometry further confirmed almost 100% nonviable cells (red
in Q3 zone) after the ablation heat treatment, compared with the viable cells (red in Q1 zone) of the control group without ablation heat treatment. (Scale
bars, 50 μm.) A paired Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis (***P < 0.001).
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reduced signal in the completely ablated tumor. A significantly
higher average SBR was present in the preablation tumor group
compared with that of the postablated tumor group (2.54 ± 0.34
versus 0.57 ± 0.04, P < 0.001) (Fig. 8 I, J, and L).

Confirmation with Ex Vivo OI. The ex vivo OI of the gross, sectioned
specimen functions as a “Gold standard” to corroborate the findings
achieved by the in vivo interventional OI system, with final confir-
mation by pathologic examination. As shown in Fig. 9, ex vivo OI
further confirmed the findings by in vivo interventional OI, dem-
onstrating that the average SBR of the completely ablated tumors
was significantly lower than that of the normal liver (0.58 ± 0.04
versus 1.00 ± 0.00, P < 0.001), and the average SBR of the residual

tumors was significantly higher than that of the normal liver and the
ablated tumor (residual tumors versus normal liver = 2.56 ± 0.39
versus 1.00 ± 0.00, P < 0.001; residual tumors versus ablated tu-
mors = 2.56 ± 0.39 versus 0.58 ± 0.03, P < 0.001).
The in vivo and ex vivo OI findings in the sections Capability

and Sensitivity Using the Interventional OI in Differentiating Residual
Viable Tumors from Ablated Nonviable Tumors and Confirmation
with Ex Vivo OI were further confirmed by pathologic examination with
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase dUTP nick end labeling staining, Ki67 staining, and
fluorescent microscopy (Fig. 10).

Preclinical Longitudinal Validation of the Technical Feasibility. We
further validated the technical feasibility of the ICG-based inter-
ventional OI technique via serial in vivo experiments to assist
intraprocedurally in achieving complete tumor ablation at a lon-
gitudinal and more-preclinical setting by closely mimicking image-
guided percutaneous RFA of hepatic tumors in humans (Fig. 1).
When incomplete ablation, the interventional OI could clearly
identify the high fluorescence signals being emitted from the re-
sidual tumor compared with the low signals emitted in the ablated
tumor. The average SBRs of the residual tumor and preablation
tumor were significantly higher than that of the ablated tumor
(residual tumors versus ablated tumors = 2.56 ± 0.10 versus 0.58 ±
0.03, P < 0.001; preablation tumors versus ablated tumors =
2.52 ± 0.14 versus 0.58 ± 0.03, P < 0.001), and there was no sta-
tistically significant difference of the average SBRs between the
preablation tumor and residual tumor (2.52 ± 0.14 versus 2.56 ±
0.10, P = 0.219). After a complete ablation, the interventional
real-time OI detected low fluorescence signal in the fully ablated
tumor. The average SBR of an ablated tumor was significantly
lower than that of the normal liver (0.57 ± 0.02 versus 1.00 ± 0.00,
P < 0.001) and the preablation tumor (0.57 ± 0.02 versus 2.52 ±
0.14, P < 0.001). The ex vivo OI, H&E staining, and fluorescent
microscopy further confirmed that the tumor was completely
ablated (Fig. 11).

Discussion
Residual viable tumor cells that located at the periphery of larger
or irregular malignancies are frequently responsible for residual
disease and/or recurrence using current interventional ablation
technologies. In clinical practice, the primary reason for such in-
complete tumor ablation is the absence of an intraprocedural real-
time imaging tool, which would allow for residual tumors to be
instantly detected before terminating the ablation procedure. In
current clinical practice, residual tumor is usually identified on
postablation follow up imaging, such as computed tomography (CT),
positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT),
and MRI. However, these follow-up imaging modalities often
detect persistent or recurrent tumor at days/weeks to months after
terminating the initial ablation (19–21). Thus, it is imperative to

Fig. 5. (A) The interventional OI system. Because of the designed needle
type, the micro-OI needle could be inserted to the tumor via a percutaneous
access to achieve an “inside-output” real-time intratumoral imaging. (B and
C) In vitro experimental setup for evaluating the interventional OI system. A
cell phantom was created, consisting of a plastic tube that had two separate
chambers in the inferior portion (C). The living (viable) tumor cells were
centrifuged in one chamber, with nonviable tumor cells (treated by 80 °C
heat) in the opposite chamber. The micro-OI needle was vertically positioned
in the phantom, just above the two cell-containing chambers. (D) Real-time
interventional optical image, demonstrating a high ICG signal (yellow) for
the living cell group compared with the dead cell group, which was further
confirmed by fluorescent microscopy (E and F) and fluorescent SI quantifi-
cation (G). (Scale bars, 50 μm.) A paired Student’s t test was used for statis-
tical analysis (***P < 0.001).

Fig. 6. Creation of the rabbit model with VX2 liver tumor. (A) A VX2 liver tumor (open arrow) was successfully created in the left lobe of the rabbit liver,
which was detected by ultrasound imaging (between open arrows in B). Under real-time ultrasound imaging guidance, the micro-OI needle could be ad-
vanced into the tumor and then precisely positioned at different directions along the tumor margin (arrowheads in C) to detect ICG-outlined residual tumors.
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develop a new intraprocedural real-time imaging tool, allowing
immediate detection of residual tumors at the ablated tumor pe-
riphery during a single ablation session. The innovative design of
the present study aims to specifically conquer the critical clinical
problem of residual or recurrent tumor following RFA of larger
and irregular malignancies: developing a “one-stop-shop” interven-
tional oncologic technology “Intraprocedural real-time OI guidance
for complete tumor ablation,” with a specific emphasis on the full
eradication of malignant cells located at the difficult to treat tu-
mor periphery, to create clean tumor (surgical) margins.
OI has several important advantages over other imaging mo-

dalities, such as CT or PET/CT (with no real-time imaging capa-
bility) and MRI (with high cost and environment requirements for
MR safety). Recent advances in OI using target optical probes
have further enhanced the ability of OI to detect deeper lesions
and allow for better planning and guidance of localized cancer
treatments (13–15). However, these novel OI compounds are still
in preclinical development phase and a long way from regulatory

approval (22). Thus, considering the potential smooth translation
of the interventional OI technique to a further clinical trial, in this
study we specifically selected the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)-approved fluorescent agent, ICG, as the OI contrast agent,
with our goal being to achieve superior imaging quality for instant
detection of residual foci at the ablated tumor periphery during
the ablation procedure.
ICG is an intracellular and relatively nontoxic protein-bound

compound (13, 23). The potential mechanisms for intracellular
localization of ICG have not been fully understood yet. A few studies
suggest that the hepatic malignant tumor cells can take up ICG via
the transporters of Na+/taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide
and organic anion transporting polypeptide 8 (24). Intravenously
administered ICG is excreted exclusively by the normal bile duct
of liver. However, as the impaired biliary excretion in the cancer
tissues, ICG is accumulated in the liver tumor cells, which thus
results in ICG enhancement throughout the tumor, and thereby
ICG-outlined tumors can be detected by OI.

Fig. 7. (A) In vivo interventional OI clearly demonstrates the three definite zones: tumor, tumor margin, and surrounding normal liver. These can only be
seen, ex vivo, by traditional pathology examination of tumor tissues from either surgical removal or biopsied and autopsied tumor tissues (B and C). (Scale
bars, 50 μm.)

Fig. 8. (A and B) RFA electrodes with (A) incomplete opening of the prongs (arrow), which allowed for creation of the tumor model with residual tumor at
the unablated portion of the tumor margin and (B) complete opening of the entire prongs to fully cover the entire tumor margin for complete tumor
ablation. (C and D) Axial ultrasound images, showing the placement of RFA electrodes in the tumors (between open arrows), with partial opening (C) or full
opening (D) of electrode prongs (small arrows), which were precisely monitored and controlled under ultrasound imaging guidance and confirmed by X-ray
imaging (E and F). (G, H, I, and J) In vivo ICG-based interventional OI of incomplete tumor ablation, showing residual tumor as high signal (yellow on H) and
ablated portion of the tumor as low signal (H), while no signal was detected after complete ablation of the tumor (J), in comparison with preablation of the
tumors with high signal (G and I). (K and L) These OI findings were further confirmed by quantitative analysis of SBR, demonstrating significant lower av-
erage SBR of ablated tumors, in comparison with those preablation tumors and residual tumors. A paired Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis
(***P < 0.001).
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ICG has been used for management of different cancers (25–27).
In open liver surgery for example, the operators use an external
ICG-based OI imager to obtain surface fluorescence images for the
planning of liver tumor resection (24, 28). However, the surface OI
for the detection of deep-seated small lesions has been a challenging
task, since the tissue penetration depth of current ICG-based
fluorescence imaging is ∼1 cm (24, 29). This problem, the lim-
ited penetration depth of current OI, can be solved using image-
guided interventional approaches, which are capable of precisely

guiding the position of micro-OI detectors to the targets, avoiding
tissue scattering and reflection along the pathway of OI light.
In the present study, we attempted to fully apply the advantages

of ICG-based OI by extending its use from open surgeries to
image-guided, minimally invasive interventional oncology treat-
ment for the thermal ablation of hepatic tumors as the first target.
Under real-time image guidance, deep-seated tumors were accu-
rately localized, allowing for the interventional micro-OI needle
to be precisely positioned into the tumors. As the tumors were

Fig. 9. Ex vivo OI of gross specimens of incompletely versus completely ablated tumors (open arrows in A and B). The incompletely ablated residual tumor
tissues appeared as white (open arrows in A), which was clearly outlined by ICG-based OI (yellow in C), compared with the completely ablated tumor in B and
D. (E and F) OI findings were confirmed by pathology, demonstrating the residual tumor tissues as a blue color with H&E staining (E), which was not seen in
the completely ablated tumor (F). (G and H) Quantitative analysis further confirmed significant higher average signal-to-background ratio (SBR) in residual
tumors than those of surrounding normal liver tissue and the ablated tumor, while the average SBR of completely ablated tumors was significantly lower than
that of the surrounding normal liver. (Scale bars, 1 cm.) A paired Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis (***P < 0.001).

Fig. 10. Pathology results with different staining. Yellow line indicates the ablated tumor margin. (A–C) H&E staining confirmed tumor formation (A), as well
as the smudged cellular nucleus (C) after the lethal ablation. (D–F) Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) staining dem-
onstrated more dead cells (brown in E and F) in the ablated tumor. (G–I) Ki67 staining showed more cell proliferation (brown in G and H) in the residual (H)
and the nonablated tumor (G). (J–L) Fluorescent microscopy more clearly demonstrated the residual and viable tumor cells (pink in J and K), as outlined by
ICG, which further confirmed the sensitivity of ICG-based OI developed in this study, for differentiating the surviving (viable) tumors from dead (nonviable)
tumors during an ablation procedure. [Scale bars (H&E, TUNEL, and Ki67), 20 μm; scale bar (Fluorescent microscopy), 50 μm.]
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ablated, interventional OI was generated, and residual viable foci
at the ablated tumor periphery could then be detected. With this
strategy, we specifically designed and built the interventional OI
system, which was equipped with a micro-OI needle, ICG-specific
excitation and emission filters, and a high-performance digital
sCMOS camera, to acquire the intratumoral near-infrared fluores-
cence signals emitting from ICG-outlined tumors. The interventional
OI technique enables intraprocedural identification of residual
viable foci of ablated tumors. This information provides immedi-
ate feedback to the interventionalists performing the procedure to
carry out further action by either extending the ablation duration,
increasing the ablation zone/energy, or repositioning the ablation
electrode to assure the complete eradication of the entire tumor
during an image-guided percutaneous ablation session.
Through the serial comprehensive in vitro experiments with

VX2 tumor cells, we first need to optimize the in vitro experimental
protocol of ICG dose and detection time window to achieve a
satisfactory ICG based OI. By applying the optimum in vitro OI
protocol, we confirmed the hypothesis that the micro-optical
needle–based interventional OI apparatus could sensitively differ-
entiate the living (viable) tumor cells from the ablated dead (non-
viable) tumor cells. Subsequently, through serial in vivo experiments
using larger animal (rabbit) models with orthotopic liver VX2
tumors, we further investigated the capability and sensitivity of this
novel interventional OI system in identifying the residual foci of
the ablated tumors. Ex vivo OI, as well as different pathology and
laboratory examinations served as “gold standards” for comparison
with the interventional OI system. In the final step of this study, we
successfully validated the technical feasibility of the interventional
OI system in a more-realistic clinical setting by mimicking the image-
guided tumor ablation process in humans using the interventional
OI for real-time guidance during the ablation process to differen-
tiate incomplete and complete RFA. Thus, these comprehensive
in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo experiments in this study have allowed
for the establishment of the interventional oncology technique. The
intraprocedural OI/RFA protocol, as exemplified and optimized by

this study, has demonstrated the essential aspects of this technique
and will facilitate its eventual translation to clinical practice.
In conclusion, we present an innovative interventional oncologic

technique: “Interventional real-time OI guidance for complete
tumor ablation.” This technique and approach may revolutionize
current ablation technology by changing real-time imaging capa-
bilities and decision making during an image-guided intervention
ablation session. This could lead to a significant advancement in
the complete eradication of larger and irregular malignant lesions,
not only in the liver but also in other solid organs. This will, in
turn, greatly improve survival and the quality of life in patients
suffering from unresectable solid organ malignancies.

Materials and Methods
Details of in vitro, in vivo, and ex vivo OI experiments are described in SI
Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Cell Culture. VX2 tumor cells were cultured under different conditions for
various examinations and evaluations, including 1) 1 × 105 cells seeded in
35 × 10-mm Petri dishes (Falcon, Becton Dickinson and Company) for in vitro
optical/X-ray imaging, 2) 5 × 104 cells per chamber seeded in four-well
chamber slides (Lab-TekII; Thermo Fisher Scientific) for fluorescent micros-
copy confirmation, and 3) 5 × 105 cells seeded in 100 × 20–mm Petri dishes
(Falcon, Corning Incorporated) for interventional OI. All VX2 tumor cells were
cultured by Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium 1640 (Gibco, Paisley, PA4
9RF) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and incubated at
37 °C with a 5% carbon dioxide atmosphere. When 80% confluence was
reached, cells were treated with ICG (Patheon Italia S.P.A) at different con-
centrations and various incubation times and then examined using optical/
X-ray imaging, fluorescent microscopy, and interventional OI.

In-Vivo Interventional Real-Time OI. Twenty-four hours before RFA procedures,
all animals received intravenous administration of ICG via an auricular vein
(0.5 mg/kg body weight) (30). Before and after RFA, under ultrasound imaging
guidance, the micro-OI needle was first positioned in the normal liver paren-
chyma just outside of the RFA electrode entering the tumor to achieve back-
ground interventional OI. Then, under real-time ultrasound imaging guidance,
the micro-OI needle was advanced to the tumor periphery and achieved intra-
tumoral “inside-output” OI at six different directions/points around the tumor

Fig. 11. Preclinical longitudinal validation of the technical feasibility of the interventional OI. (A) Ultrasound imaging detected the tumor (between open
arrows). An incompletely ablated tumor was purposely created, and the interventional OI with quantifying SBR analysis was used to instantly detect the
residual tumor, which demonstrated high fluorescence signals (yellow). (B) Based on findings of the interventional OI, the ablation was repeated with a larger
ablation zone and increased energy to specifically destruct the residual tumor. Thus, the intraprocedural real-time OI guidance ensured the final complete
tumor ablation, which demonstrated a low fluorescence signal in the ablated tumor. (C) Ex vivo OI and subsequent pathology with different examinations
finally confirmed complete tumor eradication (necrosis). [Scale bar (H&E), 20 μm; scale bar (fluorescent microscope), 50 μm.] A paired Student’s t test was used
for statistical analysis (***P < 0.001).
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periphery (i.e., at 3, 6, 9, and 12 o’clock along the equator as well as the north
and south poles) using the same interventional OI protocol as used for in vitro
interventional OI in the section pertaining to in-vitro interventional OI of ICG-
cells with and without ablation-heated treatments.

Ex-Vivo OI Confirmation. Briefly, after achieving satisfactory in vivo interven-
tional OI, the rabbits were euthanized, and the left liver lobe with the tumor
was harvested and sliced at the thickness of 0.5 to 0.8 cm. These gross liver
specimens were then imaged using the Bruker In Vivo Xtreme optical/X-ray
imaging system at the excitation wavelength of 760 nm, emission wavelength
of 830 nm, field of view of 120 × 120 mm, 1.40 F-Stop, 2 × 2 binning, and an
exposure time of 1.0 min.

Statistical Analysis. Three investigators independently interpreted the results
fromthe in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivoexperiments ineachof the study sections. The
statistical analysis with a paired Student’s t test was performed using the Sta-
tistical Product and Service Solutions 24.0 software (IBM). The average fluores-
cence SIs and the average SBRs were compared with the different subject groups
undergoing the different treatments. Data were expressed as mean ± SD. A
probability level of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Data Availability. All data used for the study are within the manuscript and
SI Appendix.
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